Corvair kid

This article documents the system of codes that Fisher Body used to represent RPOs on the
engine compartment body-tag. Note: Greenbriers, like all Corvair forward control models, do not
have this tag and are therefore not addressed in this article. The RPOs were coded on the
bottom left section of the tag. Unlike the other areas on the body tag, this area does not have a
caption or label. The lower portion of the body tag has letters stamped in the tag for each option
installed on the body. Options that have no impact on the body, such as hubcap selections, are
not coded on the body tag. The option-code letters are stamped on the tag in five separate
groups. The first letters are in Group "1" and this group doesn't have a "group" label. Groups
"2" through "5" follow in sequence and each of these groups is labeled: 2,3,4, and 5. If there
were no options that impacted the construction of the body, this area of the body tag was left
completely blank. A single letter, printed in one of the five groups, represents each option. The
options do not appear in alphabetical order within a group but they always appear in the same
order if present. The codes on bodies built at Willow Run were printed on one line with no
spaces. The codes on bodies built at Van Nuys Los Angeles were printed on two lines groups 4
and 5 on the second line with spaces between the groups. Table 1 provides an example from
each factory. As a side note, there appears to be an inconsistency in representing how one
option that required another option was handled. For example, both the deluxe center rear seat
belt AL5 and the deluxe front shoulder belt A85 required deluxe front and rear seat belts A The
examples to date show that, in the case of the deluxe center rear seat belt, only its code
appears; while in the case of the deluxe front shoulder belt, both codes appear. Unlike
production statistics, which are fairly readily available for each Chevrolet line, information about
how Fisher Body coded options on the "cowl tag" a term used for this tag in all Chevy lines
except Corvair, which does not have a cowl is sparse. The decoding project done for Camaros
by the Camaro Research Group stands out as a superb example. As with production statistics,
Canadian Corvair owners are in a better situation. Decoding is as simple as looking up the RPO
codes in the assembly manual or dealer ordering information. The Canadian system applies to
other Chevrolet lines built in Canada too and also pre-production U. Beginning in , Fisher Body
stopped using this coding system and, in fact, did not code RPOs in any way on the body tag.
Build sheets prior to used the same 5-group coding system as the body tags. These actions
ranged from modifying the body to accept a part from Chevrolet during final assembly to
actually installing a part. In other words, the body tag options are not at all a complete record of
the RPOs installed on a given car. Also, as discussed in the first article, remember that some
items were also available as dealer-installed accessories, so the lack of a Fisher Body code
does not necessarily mean that it was added to the car after it was soldâ€”just that it was added
after it left the factory. The dealer-installed accessory brochures for each year provide the list of
such items. Table 2 lists every known Fisher Body code for Corvairs and includes three options
for which we expect there to be a code but have not found an actual example. To create the
table, we combined data from many sources:. With very few exceptions, the meaning of each
code was quite consistent across these three years. The same codes were also used in both
plants, again with very few exceptions. These exceptions are discussed below in the "Notes on
Table 2" section. For many of the codes, you might wonder what action Fisher Body had to take.
Table 3 provides some examples. The information is indicated by a single-letter suffix following
the three-digit trim code. These letters were known as "exceptions" to the trim code, to indicate
special equipment related to the upholstery section of assembly. Table 4 summarizes the data.
The different letters helped the workers at the Los Angeles plant to remember to install a
different type of upholstery in s bench vs. Monzas and Corsas buckets. As to why Willow Run
didn't use this system, we can only speculate that it had something to do with the internal plant
operations. We haven't been able to locate a '66 with headrest seats built in Los Angeles so the
code for that combination is unknown at this time. If you own a '66 whose body tag has a trim
code suffix of something other than A or E, please contact me! Although based on limited data
collected to date, the trim code exceptions used for Corvairs appear to be a hybrid of the codes
used at Los Angeles and Willow Run in Remember that Corvairs were built only at Willow Run in
When looking at Corvairs produced before , the Fisher Body codes for are reasonably similar to
and later. In the future, our team hopes to publish more articles documenting and comparing
those years. All rights reserved. Understanding the Fisher Body Codes Unlike production
statistics, which are fairly readily available for each Chevrolet line, information about how
Fisher Body coded options on the "cowl tag" a term used for this tag in all Chevy lines except
Corvair, which does not have a cowl is sparse. Technically speaking, this code indicates the
molding that accompanies two-tone paint and not the paint itself. This explains the code's
apparent redundancy with the paint code found elsewhere on the tag, since one can tell from
the paint code whether a car has two-tone paint. Fisher Body employees looked at different
parts of the tag depending on their tasks. This code also appeared on all convertibles unless

they were equipped with RPO C06 power top. This is a head-scratcher because there is no
reason why Fisher would have needed to code this since it essentially is coding a non-option.
And indeed, they did not code C05 at any other time or plant. The data are clear on this use of
the code, however. Perhaps there was miscommunication that was later caught, causing the
code to be dropped from use. Even stranger is that early-production full-sized Chevys built in
the Los Angeles plant also share this odd coding practice. They all have power tops as standard
equipment. Other Chevys continued to use 2E in C48 was installed on very few cars so it's not
surprising that we haven't seen it often. L: This code for M20 4-speed transmission was not
used after , which coincides, and may be related to, the change in manual transmission design
for The pre manual transmissions used different backup light harnesses depending on whether
a 3-speed or 4-speed unit was installed. The 3-speed backup light switch was mounted near the
floor shifter while the 4-speed switch was mounted on the transmission. This may be the reason
for the code. Of note is that this same code was used on Chevy IIs and on Camaros; meaning
that the reason for it disappearing on the Corvair was not shared with other Chevys. P: This
code appears on Corvairs only and only those built in Los Angeles. Its meaning was very
difficult to decode. Full-sized Chevys equipped with C14 always have code 2P, regardless of
assembly location. One of the full-sized Chevy plants was Los Angeles. For some reason,
Fisher decided to code this for Corvairs built there too even though it was redundant with 4F
and 4P. A check of the data from many '65 Los Angeles cars verifies that it only appears on
those with either 4F or 4P. The code disappeared in , at least partly because two-speed wipers
with washer became standard equipment. T: U75 power rear antenna was only available in This
is a rare example of Chevrolet removing a factory option without making it standard equipment
or offering it as a dealer-installed accessory. U: U57 stereo tape system was only available in
Group 3 updated August A: This code for D10 rear door armrests has now been seen on both
and Corvairs. D10 was not available in This is another rare example of Chevrolet removing a
factory option without making it standard equipment or offering it as a dealer-installed
accessory. C: B70 padded dash became standard equipment in O: L87 HP turbocharged engine
was not available in This package was discontinued after U: P19 spare tire lock was perhaps the
most difficult option to decode of all for We knew the code existed, but we couldn't locate the
option it represented. A check of the dealer ordering info showed that the spare tire lock was
not available with air conditioning, since the spare tire was moved to the trunk, which already
had a lock. As for what action Fisher Body took, they apparently coded the lock to match the
trunk and glove box key. This code did not appear in or Group 5 C: This code for AS1 custom
front shoulder belts has yet to be been seen on a Corvair, which is no surprise given its very
low production numbers and its availability in only. This code is confirmed on Camaros,
however, so is likely to be the code used for Custom Front Shoulder Belts on Corvairs. This is
not surprising given its very low production numbers, due to its introduction late in the model
year March, and it becoming standard equipment in Fortunately, the meaning of "G" is also
confirmed by an original Fisher Body Buyout Sheet found by Dennis Dorogi under the back seat
of his sedan. Of interest is that one of the two cars has the nuts welded to the underside of the
floor pan while the other does not. J: AL5 custom deluxe center rear seat belt was available only
in This code has now been documented on a Chevy II wagon. The documentation includes the
typed dealer invoice. The code has yet to be seen on a Corvair, which is not surprising given its
very low production numbers and its use only in O: This code for A48 seat belt deletion is
confirmed on Corvairs but has yet to be seen on or Corvairs. It is confirmed on Camaros. This is
not surprising because seat belt deletion was available only on exported cars after The April car
has its original typed invoice. Both cars do not have 5W on their body tags so we now know that
5Y indicates front and rear deluxe belts in as well as In , this translates to A49 custom deluxe
front belts with retractors plus A47 custom deluxe rear seat belts while it indicates A39 custom
deluxe front and rear seat belts with retractors in and Also, the use of "Y" for this option is
illustrated on an original Fisher Body Buyout Sheet found by Dennis Dorogi under the back seat
of his sedan. Both of the known cars have the nuts welded to the underside of the floor pan. Z:
This code is confirmed on Corvairs and Camaros. This code has yet to be seen on a Corvair,
which is no surprise given the extremely low production numbers for A85 custom deluxe front
shoulder belts , partially due to its introduction late in the model year March, Mystery Code
Code L in group 5 appears on every Fisher Body build sheet for Corvairs that we have seen yet
the code does not appear on the body tags of those cars. Build sheets are quite rareâ€”we have
only seen five. This code also appears on the body tags of most, if not all, Chevy IIs built at the
Norwood plant in It could be that this code indicates standard front seat belts even though the
code was technically not necessary since these belts were standard equipment. And, the code
is seen along with W if deluxe belts were ordered. Next Stepsâ€”Decoding Other Years When
looking at Corvairs produced before , the Fisher Body codes for are reasonably similar to and

later. Cut holes for remote outside rear view mirror control in driver's door inside panel.
Welcome to CorvairKid Enterprises. This web site has a detailed focus on a few particular
Corvair topics, rather than a broad survey of the entire Corvair marque. Several other web sites
do a great job of providing the broad story. All rights reserved. What's New? Learn about
labeling for windshield washer refill bottles , as installed at the factory and by dealers from the
May, CORSA Communique. Learn about Corvair coil spring tags from the June, Taking Stock
newsletter. Learn about production statistics for U. Check out pictures of the windshield cowl
panel rust repair of the CorvairKid's '66 Corsa convertible. After you click the link above, scroll
to the bottom of the page to see the pictures. Get the latest information on the beta test of the
first hydraulic lifter roller cam valve train for the Corvair! Unravel the mysteries of Corvair paint
and trim codes Fisher Body tag info, interior paint schemes, etc. Features Big-bore Engine
Project , which explains what it takes to build a 3. Also, read about Graham Dell's 3. Resource
Center for Corvairs outside the U. A place to preserve the past, present and future of the
Corvair. An ever evolving knowledge base made up of Corvair Enthusiasts from all over the
world. In total there are 24 users online :: 4 registered, 1 hidden and 19 guests based on users
active over the past 3 minutes Most users ever online was on Sun Sep 22, am. Privacy Terms.
Corvair Forum A place to preserve the past, present and future of the Corvair. Skip to content.
Quick links. Recent Recent popular topics Recent topics Tail light issue EM Speedo cable?
Been busy "restoring" my 61 Lakewood Monza Coupe Compression test How to change leaking
master brake cylinder and front fuel lines Courtesy Lights- Dash lights Early engine hood
weather-strip pictures Couple of questions during build exhaust C8 Corv-8 Body tag and vin.
Corvair Lakewood 61 - NL 1 2 3 4 5 â€¦ Body tag and vin. Today I drove my Corvair to Been busy
"restoring" my 61 Lakewood 1 2 3 4 5. Harmonic Balancer Issue again! The Spousal Avoidance
Unit build 1 2 3 4 5 â€¦ Corvair Forum App? Electric fuel pump 1 2 3. If you can't drive it home
Poll Vote for Corvair of the Month June 66convairtible Vote for Corvair of the Month May dagdal
Global announcements No global announcements. Who is online? Paying the Bills. Jump to.
Menu Content. User menu Username: Password: Remember me Register now! Calendar Feb.
Forum Donations. Tail light issue Been busy "restoring" my 61 Lakewood Monza Coupe
Compression test How to change leaking master brake cylinder and front fuel lines. Courtesy
Lights- Dash lights Early engine hood weather-strip pictures Couple of questions during build
exhaust C8 Corv-8 Body tag and vin. Thank you William for your hard and precise work on
engine refinement. The straight forward approach to the shop built Dynamometer is excellent, I
have been wondering how to do the same. I would like to stop by for a visit sometimes. Swaid
Rahn. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip
to content Builders, Here is an older story of testing from It is a good example of how our
testing has been an integral part of the work we have done. Although the machinery is simple,
the comparitive testing is sound and the meathod is valid. The information gathered in these
tests has served builders for a nearly a decade. Today that number is now 84 years of working
experience. While the way we dress may be slow to catch on in high fashion circles, we
certainly know our stuff about all types of aircraft powerplants. This experience, along with a
good technical background, puts us in a good position to do real world testing. On the left
above is the Continental O as removed from a Cessna This engine is considered the standard
against which all other hp class engines are measured. It is a direct drive 4-stroke, 4-cylinder
engine of cid. It carries a horsepower rating of at 2,rpm. I have read that Continental produced
about 50, Os. On the right is a cid Corvair engine. To adapt the O to our dynamometer required
making a new mount. Everything seen in gray, above, is part of that mount. The red cap at the
center is a dust cap covering the bearing on which the mount pivots. This way, the rotation
against the torque is in line with the crankshaft. The mount was made from a Corvair wheel, a
pirated VariEze motor mount, some spare tubing, and a Corvair blower bearing. This bearing is
at the bottom, and rides on a steel U channel. This provides additional support to the mount,
and restrains it from turning full circle. The vertical element is a 1. There is a pin on the back of
this tube that engages the hydraulic cylinder. By comparing this mount to the blue Corvair bed
mount seen in previous dyno tests, It is apparent how we can change the configuration in a few
minutes. The first photo on this page shows the engine with its stock McCauley prop. Since we
normally use this prop on Corvairs, the blades here are turned around to work as standard
rotation pusher blades. This will effectively load the engine for torque testing. The prop is
ground adjustable, so we can fully load the engine at any rpm we desire. The engine has new
Slick mags. It is less than SMOH. We first tested the timing at 24 degrees as per the AD, and
then tested it at the pre-AD setting of Differential compression showed all over The engine
turned its full rated static rpm with the certified McCauley prop, indicating it was a very healthy
engine. Above is an overview of the test rig. We used two different methods to measure the
torque output. First, we used a hydraulic cylinder. This cylinder is located just above and in

front of the battery. Second, we measured it with a digital scale. The scale is located just out of
view, but it is driven by the 8-foot metal beam clamped onto the mount. We had 4 feet of it
extending on each side, so that its weight would not affect the scale reading. Above is a closeup
of the hydraulic cylinder. The braided line runs to a remote gauge. The O has a different rotation
than the Corvair, requiring the hydraulic unit to be moved to the other side of the stand. The
gauge reading was calibrated by hanging weights on a 4-foot lever arm in 5 pound increments.
The needle valve on the output of the cylinder is required because pulses on the line when
cranking the starter motor are so fierce, they will damage the gauge. This is true with both the
Corvair and the O In the photo above, you can see the electronic scale sitting off to the side.
Pressure is put on the scale by the vertical stick clamped to the steel arm. I was only concerned
that some of the equipment would be inhaled. Results After a full day of testing, which included
several dozen test runs, we came up with some surprising data. The engine performed
substantially below its hp rating. I initially suspected that the engine was not performing at peak
power, or that the test equipment was flawed. All of these showed the engine to be in good
condition. The most telling test was that the engine turned its full static rpm with the certified
propeller. It would not do this if it were down on power. Keep in mind that we use a digital
optical tach to ensure that there is no error in rpm measurement. We retested and calibrated the
hydraulic cylinder system. It showed itself to be accurate. To doublecheck it, we came up with
the digital scale system to corroborate the data. They both told the same story. These optimistic
numbers had things like the fricitional drag of the engine and the accessories factored out. In
the s, net hp ratings became more popular. All of the numbers that we test are net. This is the
only type of external measurement we can do. It is also the real world power output of the
engine that you are going to use to go flying. The torque peak of the O occured at rpm. The
engine produced foot pounds of torque. We established the torque peak by running the prop at
many different pitch settings until we homed in on the peak of The hp peak of the engine was
very close to its rated peak of rpm. We tested numbers slightly higher than this. So it behooves
us to operate it accordingly. At this rpm, we measured the torque at foot pounds. Again, these
are net horsepower numbers. A rudimentary calculation to account for the temperature
difference above a standard 59F shows that the corrected hp output of the engine is in the
neighborhood of hp. Again, keep in mind we worked all day in an attempt to raise this output. At
the end of the day, I largely came to the conclusion that the horsepower rating was a gross
rating. In this time, we had numerous comparative studies which showed that the Corvair was a
very powerful engine, and in many circumstances, could easily match the O He had a pusher
prop from an O mounted on his Corvair. The manufacturer of the prop told him on the phone
that the Corvair could never turn up the prop to any substantial rpm. When it did, the propmaker
was something between impressed and stunned. Over the years, a lot of circumstantial data like
this makes more sense in light of finding that an O has a far lower net output than previously
suspected. Does this mean that an O is a bad engine? Of course not. The engine is and remains
the standard measuring stick of hp engines. They have worked for nearly half a century, and will
continue to do so. As a coincidence, a few days after the testing we had a visit from Al Jonic. He
offered to send us sophisticated programs to use to correct the conditions for standard day
performance. He also offered 40 years of insight on the value of dynamometer runs, correction
factors, and gross vs. This dynamometer testing is an ongoing business. I regard it much more
as an everyday tool. It takes all the talk out of engine building, and replaces it with hard testing.
It is the perfect complement to our ability to rapidly flight test any modification. The Corvair is
already exceeding the power output of the O Thank you. William Wynne Share this: Tweet. Like
this: Like Loading Swaid Rahn Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Quick Links:. If so, is the
data complete? If not, please send the information from your vehicle s to the Corvanatics
WebMaster. VIN numbers are located on the driver door jamb and the trim and paint codes are
engraved on the body tag 'cowl plate' located on the cab front wall along side the steering
column. Download this pdf to find the location of the Corvair 95 hidden VIN. Where a code is
believed to be mis-reported , the expected correct value follows in parantheses, e. Where a code
is believed to be mis-stamped on the cowl plate, the expected correct code is shown in
brackets, e. Decoding of Paint and Trim Codes can be found here. Current selection:. Also,
much gratitude goes to all of the FC owners who sent information about their vehicles, often
times responding to my requests for more information. The data you all provided contributed
significantly to the "critical mass" of data needed to decipher the paint and trim codes. This
registry includes FCs that are still on the road or for which restoration is underway or planned
are reported as parts vehicles or found in junkyards are known from historical doocuments,
such as window stickers, vehicle registrations, etc. Registry Summary click on buttons to
restrict to selected vehicles Current selection:. If the VIN is black, the vehicle is still on the road
or for which restoration is underway or planned. If the VIN is violet, the vehicle is in a junkyard

or is reported to be a parts vehicle. Most of these vehicles are parts vehicles and not restorable.
If the VIN is blue the record is from a historical document. In only a few cases, is the vehicle
known to still exists. F is known from a historical German import record from the Federal
Archives Bern. Car Shipper. F is from a historic record reported in a D. S is the custom van
created for William Randolf Hearst Jr with a foldable sunroof. Window sticker. R 1R S S has
been modified and may be a one of a kind " doorside ". Advertisement Lyle Chevrolet the Akron
Beacon Shipper copy. S is located in Japan. Picture in Mecum Auction Shipper facimile. F also
has OH registration info hover. The cowl plate in S appears to be a reproduction that was
mis-stamped with an "E" instead of a "3".. S has the highest serial number in Registry for a FC
assembled in ; GM records indicate S was last build in Decembr S has a rare data plate
mis-stamping of an "E' for the "3" in what should be "". Here is a picture of S as a camper with
the original owners. Date and location of picture is not known. Today the van is still called
"Ken" after the original owner. Leake Auction S data plate codes correspond with a model; the
VIN plate appears to be non-original. Barrt-Jackn Auction At the start of production in Sept , the
Data Plates with trim and paint codes were riveted to cowl wall, but beginnin in Jan , screws
were used. S is FC with the lowest serial and a screwed data plate. Apparently a few were
subsequently still riveted on. The cowl plate in S appears to be mis-stamped with an "F" instead
of a "G". Although the plate could have been moved from a Greenbrier, this Rampside is a
Deluxe model with a Lt Green exterior. Mecum auction The owner explains that this photogrph
of S has the autograph of Peter Brock of Corvette Stingray design fame. Beckford Auction The
FC is a 8-door Corvan, and appears to be a model. This appears to be a rare deluxe 8-door
corvan. Only VIN plate remains; offered for sale on ebay S has "C 61 " stamped on the VIN plate
, a government purchase code. S has the cab of a Corvan attached to the backend of a
Rampside; the back tailgate is modified to gated doors. S was retrofitted with a steam engine.
Yep, steam! According to info given with the listing on FB in , it was built by Charles Reynolds
an "engineering genius". The 2 cycle engine has 4 cylinders and uses a radiator to condense
steam back into water so it can be reused. It was up for sale again in Although a direct read of
the cowl plate has not been made, the paint code is from other documentation. See more here. S
is located in Sweden. Image prior to restoration, completed in , during which side windows were
installed in this Corvan, creating according to the owner "a poor mans Greenbrier. Corvair kid. F
is the other remaining Amblewagon. Bart-Jack auction The hidden VIN S and data plate show
the vehicle is a model. The "P" ECl of the trim code is unexpected for a Rampside and suggests
that this Rampside had received special order half-bench seats. This interpretation is supported
by the presence of two bucket seats. Corvair Kid. F was an Amblewagon found in Egil Twedt's
barn believed to have been scrapped. The paint code of S is expected to be "A"; the engraved
code is also odd, with the "0" appearing to be stamped sideways. Barrett-Jackson auction S
appears to have a rare factory typo, showing a paint code ECL of "F" which designates a
Greenbrier instead of the expected "G"; documented with a photo of the data plate. The paint
code for Rampside F is surprising, since the gold exterior, also called "Coppertone", was listed
as an option only for Greenbriers R during the years '62 - '64 it was available. Condition before
restoration. F is rare Deluxe Corvan with cargo area windows that open. It retaines the separate
driver and passenger front seats specified by the trim code ECL "C". S has a rare data plate erro
r, since a St Louis assembled Greenbrier but not one assembled in Flint should have a "F" after
the paint code i. S is generally known as'Flatbed Fred', an FC modified to have a flat payload
deck. Its construction was initiated by Louis Vankuyen and completed by Gerald Berge. S has
some unusual customization with a cab wall and tailgate. Plate on dispatch door identifies S as
originally owned by US Navy. Door jamb plate carries VIN as welll as "C 62 ", a government
purchase code. S has "C" stamped on the VIN plate, a government purchase code. S has
governement contract code "C" on VIN plate. OH reg info hover. S known from original dealer
invoice. The Missoulian MO This is the "Lazorus 2" Rampside described in the "Tahoe by
Truck" articles published in issues of the Corsa Communique between October - May Image
from March CC. S had engraving error in trim code "xtd" and rare FC 3. Barr-Jacksn auction S is
retrofitted with a mid-body behind front seat engine shown here. S currently holds record for
earliest serial number with FC HP engine assembly mid Jan ' McConnellsburg, PA. S is one of
only a few extant FCs that is also found in a vintage newspaper legal notice: public auction The
Sheveport Journal LA The window sticker posed with the ad for S is a repro; Rampsides did not
have window stickers and it even has a typo in the paint code. Here is S prior to receiving its
impressive Rat Fink Tribute paint job. S is one of only a few extant FCs that is also found in a
vintage newspaper legal notice: public auction Reno Gazette-Journal NV S was sold at the
Lambrecht Chevrolet auction in Pierce, Nebraska. S VIN plate also embossed with "C", a
government purchase code. Owner Prtc Plan. S is currently earliest St Louis build with a later
style shifter. The cowl plate of Sappears to have been moved from a vehicle. NY Registration. F

has a unusual custom made rear hatch door. The cowl plate of S appears to have been moved
from a Corvan. S is one of only a few extant FCs that is also found in a vintage newspaper legal
notice:: public auction The Paducah Sun KT Clich this link to go to the restoraton thread. The
original window sticker or "shipper" still exists. S is a rare Corvan with side windows; and VIN
plate is also stamped with "C", a government purchase code. Barr-Jacksn Auction S appears in
a classified ad in the Sept-Oct Corvan Antics. Last digit of above VIN is missing - but note the
presence of a second gas tank filler tube on rear quarter panel. S is a confirmed SW Bell
Company van with logo ; unusual to have deluxe trim. S is known from both a window sticker
and an owner protection plan booklet. S has the one-of-a-kind prototype folding rear seat. Truck
Shipper. Owner Prot Plan. Window Sticker. Dealer invoice. In Sweden; S originally was an
ambulance for the Falu Lasarett hospital
1952 f100 for sale
390 duke forum
single pole circuit breaker wiring diagram
. Owner prtc plan. S was featured in an article published in CorvanAntics Vol S has an
unexpected trim code. S is located in Japan; at last contact in it was used as a food truck. Had
decals on the front doors that said "City of Rome GA". Corvan with full set of roll-down
windows. Owners ID card. Records indicate that S originally was an ambulance conversion in
Sweden. The vehicle still exists. S is "The Mystery Machine". S was a Bell Sytem Truck. Corvair
Kid online sale Corvair Kid pre-restoration. The '' part of this unusual paint code is the Dupont
formula for Sierra Tan, as explained in Kent Sullivan's registry here. Posted here is the original
Canadian protecto-plate for S Interesting since it includes the engine and differential codes. S is
in Sweden; records indicate that S originally was an ambulance at the Furunaset hospital, and
could be this ambulance photographed at Gefle plant where the conversion was made. S is in
Sweden and has a distinctive VIN plate and other features.

